1. Introduction

Butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera) are renowned for the variety of colors and patterns exhibited by their wings, all of which derive from the scales that coat them. The scales are flat plates of ~100 μm in width, arranged in an overlapping roof tile pattern to a species-dependent density of 200–600 scales/mm² (Fig. 1). The scales consist of cuticle, a near-transparent polymeric material, and are commonly impregnated with a chemical pigment such that each scale provides a single colored element in the overall wing pattern.

However, it is often found that a scale’s appearance is dictated by its geometric structure rather than by chemical chromophores. Such scales are intricately shaped with stratification,1 voids,2 and complex groove shapes3 to harness effects such as multilayer interference, scattering, and diffraction. These structural color techniques provide high reflectivities and iridescent effects, both of which are useful techniques when butterflies signal to competitors and potential mates.

The Troides magellanus butterfly inhabits the Philippines. It is patterned with yellow and black scales, their colors deriving from chemical means:

Melanin provides the black pigment, whereas the yellow is produced by a specialized chemical chromophore known as a papiliochrome. However, under specific illumination conditions the butterfly exhibits iridescence: If the yellow section on the hind wing is both illuminated and viewed from the outermost edge at near-grazing incidence, it will produce a flash of blue-green light that is clearly visible to the naked eye.

To our knowledge, grazing-incidence iridescent effects in Lepidoptera have never been reported in the scientific literature. Furthermore, it was not immediately obvious how the wings combined strong pigmentary coloration with such a striking and angle-specific effect, and an unusual structural coloration mechanism was anticipated. In this paper we report how we managed to fully elucidate the mechanism of this unusual iridescent effect by a combination of microscopy, spectroscopy, and mathematical modeling.

2. Experimental Results

A. Electron Microscopy

We determined the shape and surface texture of the scales by obtaining scanning electron microscope (SEM) images from small sections of a wing (Fig. 2). Samples were sputtered with 5 nm of gold to provide a conducting surface and were examined with a Hitachi S-3200N electron microscope. It should be noted that previous studies4,5 have proven that there is no significant distortion of the scale geometry during this process.

Even relatively low-magnification images of the T. magellanus wing (Fig. 3) reveal distinct ridges that run the length of the scales, at a spacing of approximately 1200 ± 50 nm and of 2200 ± 50 nm in height.
These are fairly typical of most lepidopteran scales, except for the fact that each ridge exhibits a series of platelike branches that extend to either side. These plates are tilted to an angle of 36 deg to the vertical and hence form a multilayer stack when the scale is viewed at near-grazing incidence. As measured along the top of the ridge, the repeat period of the plates is approximately 260 nm.

B. UV–Visible Spectroscopy

To optically characterize the hind wing it was necessary to obtain measurements of its visible wavelength reflectivity. We achieved this by using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV–visible spectrometer with a 150-mm-diameter integrating sphere attachment, and data were obtained at wavelengths ranging from 380 to 800 nm. The integrating sphere provided a convenient way to characterize the iridescence of the T. magellanus because the sample could be illuminated at a single angle by all wavelengths simultaneously; also the iridescent reflection would be collected no matter what angle it left the wing. (All light that is not absorbed by the wing is reflected around the inside of the sphere until it reaches the exit aperture, from which it is guided to the detector.)

Yellow regions of the hind wings were removed from the two butterflies and mounted onto flat white polyboard substrates. These were placed onto a clamp that was hung in the center of the sphere, and the sample was set at a known angle of incidence $\theta$ (see Fig. 5). The wing was positioned such that the ridges on the scales were parallel to the plane of incidence (to within $\pm 5$ deg). Measurements of the total (specular plus diffuse) reflectivity of the wings were then obtained at values of $\theta$ ranging from the instrumental limits of +60 to −60 deg, these being referenced to a bare polyboard sample at each angle.

Figure 6 presents reflectivity data obtained from...
the *T. magellanus* sample as the incident angle is varied from $-60$ to $+60$ deg. Each data set was ratioed against the normal-incidence ($\theta = 0$) reflectivity of the wing section, and hence the graphs quantify angle-dependent changes in reflectivity. At negative angles there is the expected gradual increase in the reflectivity as grazing incidence is approached, taking the form of a featureless scale-factor increase for angles between 0 and $-40$ deg. The profile changes slightly for wavelengths below 500 nm at angles of $-50$ and $-60$ deg, but in both cases the reflectivity is comparable to that of higher wavelengths.

At positive angles, however, the situation is different. At angles greater than $+45$ deg, a reflectivity peak appears, centered at 450 nm and producing a tenfold increase in intensity at $+60$ deg ($45\%$ reflectivity at 450 nm and $+60$ deg). The iridescence does not exhibit an appreciable peak wavelength shift in either direction as the incident angle is altered and is more intense than would be expected from a multilayer stack that occupies only approximately a third of the scale’s surface.

### 3. Discussion

All iridescent effects are necessarily structural in nature, and it is logical to conclude that these platelike projections are the cause of the high incident angle iridescence. However, the flanged ridges are not acting as a simple multilayer reflector.

Instead, the plates present a diffraction grating to the incident light. The termination point of each plate at the top of the ridge acts as a scattering center, forming a 260-nm $\pm$ 5-nm pitch array in the $x$ direction (see Fig. 7). However, because the plates are tilted there is also a second periodicity with an approximate 360-nm period in the $y$ direction; also, the structure effectively consists of two diffraction gratings: one of several hundred elements parallel to the scale’s surface and one of only seven elements perpendicular to it.

These two gratings interact, simultaneously diffracting light in the $x$ and $y$ axes. The behavior of such structures, commonly known as bigratings,\textsuperscript{4,5} can be predicted when we consider a lattice of discrete points in momentum space (see Fig. 8). The points represent the termination points of momentum vectors that can be applied to incident photons when they are diffracted; hence photon momentum vectors that connect these points are possible solutions to the diffraction equations. The incident and diffracted photon wave vectors must be of the same magnitude (because photon momentum must be conserved) and must join two points on the lattice. Hence, for a photon diffracted from both gratings, there is only one possible photon momentum value $k_{ph}$ (where $k_{ph} = 2\pi/\lambda_{ph}$ and $\lambda_{ph}$ is the photon wavelength) for a given angle of incidence.

The *T. magellanus* bigrating is more complex, however, because the grating in the $y$ direction is of limited extent. Diffraction gratings are resonant structures that rely on the interaction of their diffractive elements, and the conditions for resonance become less clearly defined if they consist of fewer than ten periods.\textsuperscript{6–8}

A reduction in the number of diffracting elements
in a grating effectively broadens the points into lines (Fig. 9), making new connections possible. Center to center (B to E) is equivalent to the solutions for the infinite grating case, but paths ranging between A to F and C to D are also possible, enabling different magnitude vectors of the same incident angle to satisfy diffraction conditions. Hence different wavelength photons that strike the scale at a set angle are all diffracted, but they leave the scale at different angles. This is the phenomenon that produces the butterfly’s iridescence.

The extent of this blurring of lattice points can be predicted with Fourier analysis. The scattering intensity from a periodic structure is proportional to the scattering process (i.e., a single backscatter from both individual gratings); the predicted extremes of the wavelength range are plotted in Fig. 11.

Looking at the 40–60 deg region, theory predicts that the range of iridescent wavelengths will extend from approximately 440 to 480 nm. This is a narrower range than is observed experimentally, but its central point is similarly placed and shows the same relative insensitivity to incident angle. Also, at higher angles the iridescence is predicted to become predominantly violet in hue; this could not be measured in the integrating sphere because of experimental limitations, but is in agreement with observations by eye.

4. Conclusions

Although many butterflies exhibit iridescence, the optical effect exhibited by the T. magellanus is highly specialized. Previously, constrained bigratings have been detected only in the Ancyluris meliboeus butterfly, but their effect is different: The multilayer structure is tilted such that the flanges are at ~30 deg to the substrate, maximizing the angle range over which the iridescence occurs to produce flickering colors. In contrast, the T. magellanus only reveals its structural coloration when both illuminated and viewed at near-grazing incidence and at a specific azimuthal angle. Hence the scale structure dictates both the colors observed and their viewing conditions, producing a unique iridescent effect. Under all other circumstances the appearance of the hind wings is dictated by a highly fluorescent chemical pigment. The T. magellanus structure can be thought of as an extreme modification of the A. meliboeus, illustrating the degree of tailoring provided by constrained bigratings.
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